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Summary

The automotive industry represents a significant por- nent manufacturers. The latter have assumed greater re-
tion of global economic activity with extensive upstream sponsibility for design and production of component
and downstream linkages to many diverse industries and systems, while striving to improve quality standards and
sectors. For this reason, many developing countries that lower costs.
aim to develop rapidly through industrialization have re- During the next decade, keener competition among
garded the automotive industry as the best way to major producers and the effort to reduce costs will
achieve this objective. Given the importance of the in- present opportunities for developing countries mainly
dustry and the continuing interest therein by many de- in component manufacturing. However, the ever-in-
veloping countries, this study reviews recent major creasing sophistication of management, production,
changes in the industry worldwide and their impact on and delivery systems will require manufacturers in devel-
prospects for automotive investments in DCs. oping countries to maintain high quality and reliable de-

The automotive industry has been changing at a very livery if they are to be competitive in the international
rapid pace during recent years. It has become truly inter- market. Production of heavy commercial vehicles may
national with respect to production, marketing, technol- also be suitable for some developing countries because
ogy transfer and widespread intercompany collabora- labor intensive production processes and high transport
tion. The rapidly growing use of electronics and other costs would give them a comparative advantage in servic-
innovations, particularly in passenger cars, have resulted ing their respective local and regional markets over dis-
in radically different products while a much greater tant OECD production sites. In view of the promising
number of models are being introduced at an accelerat- prospects for component and commercial vehicle manu-
ed pace. Production and management methods have facturing in developing countries the IFC intends to fol-
been revolutionized through computer-aided design, low up on this study with more detailed analyses of in-
automation and assembly line flexibility, andjust-in-time vestment opportunities in automotive components and
inventory methods. Finally, there has been a profound commercial vehicles.
change in the relationship between vehicle and compo-
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1. INTRODUCTION

The automotive industry represents a significant por- Not all aspects of the automobile sector are covered
tion of global economic activity with extensive upstream in this review. The automotive industry is extremely di-
and downstream linkages to many diverse industries and versified. Major product categories include passenger
sectors. Despite its size, it is concentrated in only a few cars, buses, trucks, utility vehicles, two-wheeler and
countries, and creates a substantial impact on their re- three-wheeler vehicles, and components. The character-
spective economies. For example, in the United States, istics of each of these products vary with respect to de-
the industry accounts for an estimated 5 percent of GNP mand, production processes and organization, techno-
and 17 percent of industrial employment.' In Brazil, logical requirements, marketing, and distribution. This
where the industry participates only modestly in manu- paper presents findings of an initial survey covering
facturing production (6 percent of the total) and indus- four-wheeled passenger and commercial vehicles (CVs)
trial employment (3 percent of the total), it is consid- and components. A key finding of this survey is that al-
ered to be most important to economic development though passenger vehicle production may be economi-
because of its strong backward linkages and its large cally and financially viable in a few DCs, a relatively
share in the total consumption of selected inputs. 2 For greater number of DCs has a comparative advantage in
example, it absorbs 76 percent of aluminum alloys pro- the production of components and CVs. These two
duced in the country, 43 percent of zinc alloys, 36 per- product categories, will, therefore, be covered in greater
cent of cast iron, and 18 percent of uncoated flat-rolled detail in subsequent studies to be carried out by the IFC.
iron and steel products. In addition, there are strong for- The automotive industry in the developing world of-
ward linkages in the marketing, shipping, insurance, fers numerous important contrasts to its counterpart in
and service sectors. the industrialized world. DC automotive production is

Because of the industry's widespread and far-reach- typically small volume and key operations such as re-
ing linkages many Developing Country (DC) govern- search and design are virtually nonexistent. To compen-
ments that aim to develop rapidly through industrializa- sate for this, most DC manufacturers are linked with for-
tion have regarded the automotive industry as the best eign companies in either a subsidiary, joint venture, or
way to achieve this objective. For this reason, these gov- licensing arrangement. Also, in many DCs government
ernments have given special support to the private sec- policies with respect to this industry are characterized by
tor and, in some cases, have substituted for it, in an ef- high levels of protection and substantial local content re-
fort to develop local vehicle assembly or manufacturing quirements. Although in many instances these policies
capabilities. Experience has demonstrated, however, have stimulated local manufacture of vehicles and com-
that few countries can support an economically viable ponents, they have at times resulted in local industries
automotive industry and, fewer still, automobile manu- that are, by and large, inefficient. In a few DCs, however,
facturing. Given the importance of the industry and the automobile production has reached a level of efficiency
continuing interest therein by many DCs, this study re- that enables their products to compete successfully in in-
views recent major changes in the automotive industry ternational markets, while a larger and growing number
and their impact on investment opportunities for DC of DCs efficiently produce parts and accessories ranging
producers. from the technologically simple to the rather complex

and sophisticated.

1. New York Times, May 28, 1989.
2. Fischer, B., Herken-Kraver, J.C., Lficke, M., and Nunnen-
kamp, P. Capital Intensive Industries in Newly Industrializing Coun-
tries; The Case of the Brazilian Automobile and Steel Industries, 1988.
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2. THE MARKET FOR AUTOMOBILES

Demand Sales in DCs have generally remained unchanged except
in South America where they have declined. In Japan

The global demand for automobiles has been rising and in Western Europe, sales have not dropped but
steadily since World War II except for brief downturn pe- many European producers believe that a slowdown is im-
riods of marked economic decline and the aftershock of minent. In the United States, lower demand has already
the two oil crises. It is becoming increasingly evident that resulted in production cutbacks and labor force reduc-
the industry is now at the beginning of a slow growth pe- tion. Most industry analysts predict that it could take
riod, although regional performance is, so far, uneven. three to four years before consistent demand growth is

Table 1: Car Ownership in Relation to GNP for Selected Countries, 1965 and 1975

Cars per Percentage change 1965-75
GNP per capita thousand persons Cars per thousand

Regions 1965 1975 1965 1975 GNP per Capita persons
US$- Units-

Africa
Benin 100 170 3.0 4.7 70 57
Cameroon 130 310 3.0 7.2 138 140
Kenya 100 230 7.4 7.1 130 (4)
Malawi 60 120 1.6 1.9 100 19
Nigeria 100 430 1.0 2.1 330 110
Senegal 200 340 7.2 9.3 70 29
Zaire 180 300 2.1 3.7 67 76

Asia
India 100 160 0.9 1.2 60 33
Indonesia 30 210 1.6 2.9 600 81
Korea 130 580 0.6 3.0 346 400
Malaysia 320 820 16.7 33.1 156 98
Pakistan 110 140 2.3 2.9 27 26
Philippines 180 360 4.3 8.9 100 107
Thailand 130 360 2.2 6.4 177 191

Europe
Greece 700 2,370 12.2 48.5 239 298
Portugal 410 1,480 34.9 99.4 261 185
Yugoslavia 870 1,380 9.7 71.9 59 641

Latin America
Argentina 1,020 1,810 41.0 79.1 77 93
Bolivia 180 360 2.6 6.0 100 131
Brazil 270 1,070 13.5 44.7 296 231
Chile 630 870 11.4 25.1 38 120
Colombia 320 560 6.7 16.0 75 139
Honduras 210 350 4.5 5.9 67 31
Mexico 470 1,360 17.1 38.8 189 127

North Africa and Middle East
Egypt 170 310 3.3 5.8 82 76
Iran 250 1,320 5.6 17.9 428 220
Iraq 290 1,010 6.8 10.5 248 54
Morocco 220 500 12.2 18.5 127 52
Turkey 270 830 2.8 9.6 207 243

Source: World Bank. Social Indicators of Development 1988.
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Figure 1: DEMAND FOR NEW CARS AS A FUNCTION OF GNP
Relationship of GNP to Car Ownership
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Source: Booz, Allen and Hamilton, 1989

restored and the existing worldwide excess capacity is growth, however, vehicle registration between 1981 and
eliminated. Although some automotive companies and 1988 increased fastest in Asia, by 46 percent, followed by
those dependent on the industry for their sales will suf- Central America, by 43 percent, and by North Africa and
fer during this period, and a few may not survive intact, the Middle East, by 47 percent. In South America, it in-
the medium- to long-term outlook appears optimistic. As creased less rapidly during the same period, by 17 per-
will be discussed later, both the pessimistic short-term cent, because of their strained economies. Registration
outlook and the optimistic longer-term outlook have im- growth was relatively strong in Eastern Europe, by 34
portant implications for DCs. percent, while in Western Europe it increased by 25 per-

Income and price are the major variables determin- cent, mostly in the Mediterranean countries. In
ing the demand for automobiles. Income distribution is sub-Saharan Africa growth reached 22 percent on the
also important as the existence of a large middle class is strength of increases in South Africa with 28 percent,
necessary for big volume sales. Other important deter- and Nigeria with 41 percent. Registrations in both these
minants are availability of infrastructure, credit, and gov- countries declined substantially in recent years because
ernment policies, such as taxes or import quotas, that af- of their deteriorating economies. In North America, a
fect either the price or the supply of vehicles. As shown mature market, registrations increased by only 13 per-
in Table 1, there is a positive correlation between GNP cent. The total number of registered vehicles reached
per capita and car ownership for most countries. Howev- 519 million worldwide in 1988, compared with 417 mil-
er, in several cases, the rate of growth of GNP per capita lion in 1981, a 25 percent increase (Table 2). In relation
was higher than that of car ownership, usually because of to population, the global vehicle registration was ap-
taxation and other restrictions prevalent in many DCs. proximately one vehicle per ten persons. Regional distri-
In most countries, the two rates were rather close bution was quite uneven, however, with one vehicle for
(Table 1). every three persons in Organization for Economic Co-

Most of the global vehicle fleet is concentrated in the operation and Development (OECD) countries, com-
wealthier regions of the world-that is, North America, pared with one vehicle for every fifty persons in the rest
Western Europe, andJapan (Figure 1). In 1988, North of the world.
America had 37 percent of the world's registered vehi- With respect to future developments, forecasts for the
cles, Western Europe had 28 percent, andJapan had 10 next decade indicate that demand will increase slowly in
percent-a combined total of 75 percent. In terms of the OECD countries. Most markets are almost saturated,

1



and population growth is very small. With the exception lion. Industry analysts, however, project much faster de-
of southern Europe, demand in most OECD countries mand growth in DCs and Eastern Europe than in the
will consist primarily of vehicle replacement (Table 3). OECD-220 percent, 133 percent and 10 percent re-
The total number of vehicles projected to be sold in the spectively. In terms of value, sales in the DCs would be
OECD countries in the year 2000 is about three times substantially lower as a smaller percentage would consist
greater than in DCs, 45 million compared with 16 mil- of upscale models compared with the OECD countries.

Table 2: Automobile Registrations by Region, 1981 and 1988
(thousands)

Percentage change
Regions 1981 1988 1981 to 1988

North America
Canada 13,384 15,340 14.6
United States 155,890 179,045 14.9

Subtotal 169,274 194,385 14.8

Central America & Caribbean
Mexico 5,655 7,786 37.7
Other 2,745 4,235 54.3

Subtotal 8,400 12,02 43.1

South America
Argentina 4,192 5,542 25.8
Brazil 10,291 11,937 16.0
Venezuela 2,123 2,159 1.7
Other 2,664 2,851 7.0

Subtotal 1270 22,490 16.7

North Africa & Middle East
Algeria 800 1,205 50.6
Egypt 556 672 20.9
Iran 1,485 2,108 41.9
Iraq 356 521 46.0
Turkey 1,135 1,812 59.7
Other 5,427 8,487 56.4

Subtotal 9,759 13,59 39.3

Sub-Saharan Africa
Kenya 237 271 14.2
Nigeria 981 1,379 40.6
South Africa 3,466 4,433 27.9
Other 2,345 2,512 7.1

Subtotal 7,030 8,595 22.3

Eastern Europe 30,627 41,140 34.3
South Pacific 9,270 11,333 22.3
Western Europe 116,609 145,527 24.8

Asia
China 930 4,123 343.3
India 1,518 2,883 89.9
Indonesia 1,294 2,005 55.0
Japan 37,856 49,902 31.8
Korea 519 1,611 210.8
Taiwan, China 482 1,728 204.6
Thailand 881 1,326 50.5

Subtotal 43,479 63,578 46.3

World Total 416,817 518,96 24.5

Source: Automobile International. World Automotive Market. 1983, 1989.
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Table 3: Demand for Automobiles by Region, 1988 and 2000
(millions of vehicles)

Percentage change
~1988 2000 1988-2000

Regions Cars Cormmercial Total Cars Commercial Total (Total)

OECD Countries 30 11 41 34 12 45 12
Eastern Europe 2 1 3 4 3 7 133
DCs 3 2 5 11 5 16 220
Total 35 14 49 49 20 69 41

Source: Consultants for Trade and Industry. European Industry's Investment Outlook in LDCs, June 1989.

Among the most promising DCs are the Asian newly in- their large populations and low vehicle registration even
dustrializing countries (NICs), which are expected to a small increase in purchasing power could result in sub-
sustain the favorable economic growth and rising in- stantially higher automobile sales. Most of the other
comes achieved during recent years. Eastern Europe countries in the Middle East and Africa do not represent
and the USSR have substantial unfulfilled demand that significant market potential in the foreseeable future.
may be realized if economic growth accelerates and re-
cently instituted policies favoring liberalization and Supply
greater availability of consumer goods are not derailed.
The larger Latin American countries have been expect- Global automobile production has increased from
ed, for some time, to be a major growth area for automo- about 28 million in 1970 to about 50 million in 1988.
bile sales. These expectations have not materialized and Until the late 1960s automobile production was concen-
the outlook regarding economic growth during the next trated in North America and Western Europe, but since
few years is not optimistic. Another group consists of then other regions have developed into major producers
countries with large populations but limited purchasing (Figure 2).
power-such as, China, India, Indonesia, Pakistan, Tur- The most spectacular production increases have
key, the Arab Republic of Egypt, Iran, and Nigeria. Given taken place in the Far East where Japan and the

Table 4: Automobile Productiona, 1970-1988
(millions)

1970 1980 1988
percentage percentage percentage

volume of total volume of total volume of total

W. Europe 12.4 43 12.9 33 16.0 32
E. Europe NA - 2.5 7 3.2 6
N. Americab 9.5 33 9.4 24 13.2 26
Asiac 0.2 1 0.3 1 1.5 3
Japan 5.3 19 11.0 28 12.7 25
Korea NA - 0.1 d 1.1 2
Australia/
New Zealand NA - NA - 0.6 1
L. America 0.9 3 2.2 6 1.8 4
Africa 0.3 0.4 1 0.4 1
Total 28.6 100 38.8 100 49.7 100

a. Passenger and commercial vehicles
b. United States and Canada
c. ExceptJapan and Korea
d. Less than I percent

Source: Automobile International. World Automotive Market, 1971, 1981,1989; and Financial Times,January 23,1989.
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Figure 2: VEHICLE PRODUCTION SHARE mercial vehicles (HCVs) more suitable for DCs than car
BY REGION production.

The initial investment required for setting up a car

100 - manufacturing facility is substantial. It can range from
US$1.5 billion for development, engineering, and tool-
ing for a new passenger car in Europe, to US$150 mil-
lion for a 35,000 car per year for the assembly of com-
pletely knocked down (ckd) cars and light commercial

75 Western Europe vehicles (LCVs) in China. The high initial investment
cost and the need for frequent additional reinvestments
to remain competitive make large-scale production es-

o O \\ Other sential. Traditionally, a volume of 250,000 cars per year,
integrated with engine manufacturing, has been consid-

ie' 50 - ered as the minimum economic size of a car manufactur-
0 -. \ Asia ing plant. The importance of scale is illustrated by the to-

on =, - tal unit cost of a small car produced at 100,000 units per
co 2 ~ year, which is estimated to be 80 percent greater than if

co the same car is produced at a volume of 400,000 units
25 North Ameica per year.3 Because of this difference in costs and the

need to produce several models to satisfy different mar-
ket segments, most major automobile companies have
been trying to develop management and production

a I i | p processes to make car manufacturing profitable at lower
1950 1960 1970 1980 volumes. These efforts have achieved a certain measure

of success as recent developments in product design and
Source: Booz, Allen and Hamilton, 1989 organization of production have enabled some compa-

nies to produce different models with minimum retool-

Republic of Korea increased their respective shares of ing. Already there are some highly efficient Japanese
world production between 1970 and 1988 from 19 to 25 plants operating profitably at volumes of 100,000 to
percent and from less than 0.1 to 2 percent, respectively. 150,000 cars per year. This development may increase
Other Asian countries also increased production during opportunities for investments in some DCs that are nowOther Asian countries also increasedinedproductionlldurrngtcons
this period, from 0.2 to 1.5 million vehicles correspond- trained by the small market size.
ing to I percent and 3 percent of global production, re- The minimum economic size for car assembly opera-
spectively. Western Europe's share declined significanti y tions is not so well defined. It is indicative, however, that

from 43 to 32 percent and North America's (primarily an assembler with a 25,000 car per year production in
the United States) dropped from 33 to 26 percent. Oth- Southeast Asia and another with a 16,000 car per year
er regions experienced little change, although it is im- production in southern Europe both believe that they
portant to note that between 1980 and 1988 Latin Amer- cannot remain competitive in the long run unless they
ica's share declined from 6 to 4 percent, a reflection of can increase their production volumes to at least 40,000
the region's economic difficulties (Table 4). cars per year to achieve lower unit costs. IFC's experi-

the region'acoinomic a highlycomplexundertaking. ence has shown that minimum volumes can be much
Car manufacturing iS a highly complex undertahing. lwrfrCs o xml,HVpat nBai n

It requires significant financial, technical, managerial, lower for CVs. For example, HCV plants in Brazil and
and organizational resources and expertise. It also needs Turkey and LCV plants in India and Indon3 sia with an-
large production and sales volume if payback is to be pily canbes opeabte p ably.
achieved within the life of a particular design. As will be spectively, can be operated profitably
discussed in the following paragraphs, the combined re- Automotive Production in Developing Countries
quirements for large investments, advanced technical
and organizational levels, and large-volume marketing
techniques do not allow the majority of DCs a place on DC production of automobiles started during the
the car manufacturing industry map. CV manufacturing 1950s in the larger Latin American countries and was
is different, in some important respects, than car manu- followed shortly afterward with production in India and
facturing: Production volumes are much lower so labor the Arab Republic of Egypt. Two major characteristics of
content per vehicle is higher; design changes and subse- DC automobile production at that time were its import
quent retooling occur less frequently; and the transport
cost of bulky bus and heavy-truck bodies is higher than
for cars. These factors render production of heavy com- 3. Consultants for Trade and Industry. European Auto Industry's

Investment Outlook in LDCs, June 1989.
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substitution orientation and government ownership, of- prompted the development of indigenous automobile
ten in partnership with multinational firms who provid- production for both local sales and exports. But no DC
ed technological expertise and capital goods. As other has yet managed to replicate the success of Japan and
DCs in Asia and Africa entered into production, these most of them have not been able to achieve large-scale
characteristics remained largely unchanged until the production nor make substantial inroads into export
first oil crisis of the early 1 970s. markets, with the exception of Korea and, to a lesser ex-

The oil crisis brought about a sharp increase in the tent, Brazil.
demand for fuel-efficient compact cars, particularly in At present, about twenty-five DCs produce automo-
North America, which opened the door for massive im- biles, manufactured or assembled, but only a handful
ports from Japan. The success of the Japanese producers have achieved a sizable output. In 1988 six among
in exporting to the U.S. market prodded some DC auto- them-Korea, Brazil, China, Mexico, India, and Taiwan,
motive producers and their governments, as well as mul- China-accounted for 69 percent of all DC vehicle pro-
tinational firms, to attempt to use DC production sites as duction, or about 3.3 million vehicles from a total of 4.7
cheaper sources for exporting to developed country million (excluding Eastern Europe). Only four of these,
markets. A parallel development has been the economic Korea, Brazil, Mexico, and Taiwan, China had a national
growth of NICs, which fueled domestic demand and car output, for that year, exceeding 200,000 units, which

Table 5: Automobile Production in Developing Economies, 1980 and 1988a

1980 ~1988~
All Passenger All Passenger

vehicles car share vehicles car share
(percentage) (percentage)

Latin America
Argentina 281,669 78 164,160 83
Brazil 1,165,207 84 1,068,754 73
Chile 0 - 1 0,4 6 8 b 56
Colombia 42,415 76 79,518 77
Mexico 490,006 62 338,020 62
Peru 18,699 b 57 6,938 b 34
Venezuela 155,087 75 113,415 60

Asia
China 222,288 2 455,000 4
India 113,326 27 312,487 51
Indonesia 212,674 13 162,630 c 21
Korea 123,135 46 1,083,655 80
Malaysia 100,879 81 97,930 76
Pakistan NA - 32,878 c 49
Philippines 55,574 54 17,456 63
Taiwan, China NA - 280,834 79
Thailand NA 101,614 c 28
Turkey 50,845 62 149,675 81

Africa
Egypt NA - 23,455 c 82
Kenya NA - 10,758 c 17
Morocco NA - 16,596 c 73
Nigeria NA - 42,650 c 72

Europe
Portugal 103,854 44 136,524 52

a. Excludes Eastern Europe.
b. Minimal local content.
c. Data for 1987.

Source:Automobile International. World Automotive Market. 1981, 1989; and MVMA. Motor Vehicle: Facts and Figures. 1988,1989.
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is the traditionally accepted optimal size for a single kets because their production is more labor intensive
manufacturing plant. Clearly, most DC producers are be- compared to cars and they are less costly to transport
low the minimum size for achieving the economies of than HCVs. Korea, Indonesia and to a lesser extent Thai-
scale necessary to be internationally competitive in car land have been able to sell LCVs both locally and in for-
manufacturing but some, particularly China, Thailand, eign markets.
Indonesia, India, and Portugal produce significant num-
bers of CVs (Table 5). Ownership Patterns and International Cooperation

DC vehicle production, on aggregate, is characterized
by a larger proportion of CVs (39 percent in 1988), com- Multinational companies have a very strong presence
pared with that in OECD countries (27 percent in 1988). in DC automotive production. Foreign equity participa-
Product mix varies significantly among different coun- tion is very prominent in Latin America, often reaching
tries. Korea, Malaysia, Turkey and Taiwan, China, pro- 100 percent, particularly by U.S. and European firms.
duced mostly cars, whereas CVs predominated in China, With respect to individual companies, Ford, General
Indonesia and Thailand, and, to a lesser extent, India. In Motors (GM), Volkswagen (VW) and Fiat have large
most Latin American countries cars accounted for at holdings in Latin America, but among theJapanese only
least 60 percent of their respective national outputs. Al- Nissan, in Mexico, has a major presence. In Asia owner-
though investment costs can be amortized more rapidly ship is locally controlled and in only a few cases foreign
through mass production of cars than through low-vol- equity participation exceeds 51 percent (Table 6). Japa-
ume production of CVs the latter is often more suitable nese companies are very active in Asian DCs where al-
for DCs because: CV production is more labor intensive; most all Japanese firms have equity holdings. Toyota,
design changes less frequently and, therefore, design Mitsubishi, and Mazda are the most active, followed by
and retooling costs are significantly lower, over time, Suzuki, which recently increased its participation in In-
than for cars; and the high cost of transporting bulky dia, Indonesia, and Pakistan. European companies do
truck and bus bodies favors local assembly (often with not have a large ownership role in Asia.
imported tractors). At the same time, export prospects In addition to joint ventures, cooperation between
for CVs from DCs to the OECD countries are limited DC and OECD country firms takes place through a mul-
compared to cars because of high transport cost and titude of arrangements including licensing, technical
domination of most major international markets by agreements, sub-contracting, cooperative production,
OECD producers. LCVs, however, can be competitively and management contracts. This is because most DCs do
manufactured in DCs for both domestic and export mar- not have the capability with respect to design or techno-

logical innovation necessary for competitive products.
Of a sample of 18 IFC-funded automotive projects (ex-
cluding tractors and two-wheel vehicles) there have been

Table 6: Foreign Ownership of Automotive Companies fifteen joint ventures, three technical cooperation agree-
in Selected Developing Economies, 1987 ments and five combinations of both joint venture and

(No. of companies) technical cooperation agreements. It would be difficult
to assess, except on a case by case basis, which arrange-
ment is best as issues relating to control, independence,

0-25 2of50 51-75 7ea 100 marketing restrictions, management philosophy, trans-
fer of technology and of management practices, fairness

Argentina 1 1 2 3 of fees and royalties, transfer prices, and other factors
Brazil 2 1 1 5 vary among projects.
China - 3 - -Prospects for DC Producers
Colombia 1 1 - 1
India 4 3 - -

Indonesia 1 3 - - The global excess capacity forecast for the next few
Korea 3 1 - - years would impact export-oriented car producers more
Malaysia 1 4 - - than those who market within their protected domestic
Mexico 1 2 - 5 markets. The latter would not be affected significantly
Taiwan, China 3 1 1 - unless they plan to start exporting, in which case they
Thailand 1 1 4 - would face difficulties. When automobile production
Venezuela 1 - - 3 started in the DCs as an import substitution measure, lo-

cal markets were the primary focus. Given their small
size and the vulnerability of local economies to internal

Source: O'Brien, Peter, The Automotive Industry in the Developing Coun- and external pressures, underutilization of capacity was
ties: Risks and Opportunities in the 1990s. The Economist Intelligence
Unit, London, 1989. a common occurrence. As the marketing focus for some
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DC producers shifted to the export markets, these example. More recently, VW has announced plans to pro-
markets, rather than the domestic ones, became the duce cars in East Germany, in cooperation with Trabant,
determining factor of capacity utilization. Current DC for both Eastern and Western Europe, while a similar
exporters would be affected by global conditions as strategy is reportedly being followed by Suzuki in Hunga-
much as, if not more than, by the strategies of the mul- ry and Fiat in Poland. In general, a few DC vehicle pro-
tinationals involved. Specifically, DCs that are chosen ducers may benefit during the next decade but which
by multinationals as cheaper sources of exports could ones is open to discussion.
benefit. Mexico as a supplier to the United States is an
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3. TRADE

Traditionally, the vast majority of vehicles produced Table 7: Proportion of Traded Vehicles for Selected DC
have been sold within their respective domestic markets. Producers, 1987
A change occurred with the boom ofJapanese exports to
the United States, which started the practice of large vol-
ume production specifically for export. Most automotive Exports as percentage Imports as percentage
trade has taken place within OECD, but DC-OECD of total production of total sales
trade, although smaller, is on the rise. In 1987, OECD Argentina 1 1
automotive exports to DCs amounted to US$21.3 bil- B3r0il30
lion, of which cars and components amounted to about Brazil

US$8 billion each. Japan was the leading exporter with China 1 1
about US$8.5 billion, of which US$3billion was earned India 1 1
from sales of cars and another US$3 billion from compo- Indonesia 1
nents. By comparison, U.S. exports to DCs totaled K 1 1
US$3.5 billion, mostly from the sale of components, Malaysia 1 1
which amounted to US$2.6 billion. Although DC im- Mexico 41 1
ports have been rising in terms of value, their percent- Taiwan, China 1 16
age of total OECD exports has declined from 22 percent Thailad 1 1I
in 1982 to 9 percent in 1987. The largest decline oc- Venezuela 1 1
curred in Asia as a result of the growing local production
in Asian NICs and other countries.

Automobile products imported by DCs cost signifi- Source: O'Bnien, Peter,The Automotive Industry in the Developing Countries:

cantly more at the retail level than in the OECD coun- Risks and Opportunities in the 1990s. The Economist Intelligence Unit,
tries. This cost is mainly attributed to significant import London, 1989.
duties and taxes. Distribution costs are often higher for
DC imports because individual countries import rela- producers are largely owned and controlled by multina-
tively small quantities resulting in diseconomies of scale tionals. This is particularly significant for DCs because,
in distribution and marketing. in almost all cases, the extent to which a particular pro-

duction site may be used as an export base depends not
The Role of Developing Economies only on its international competitiveness but also on

how it fits the strategy of its respective multinational
Available data indicate that DC automotive exports owner or partner.

worldwide amounted to about US$8 billion in 1987, of Following the success ofJapan, many DCs hoped that
which about US$5.5 billion reflected sales of vehicles- they could repeat its performance in exporting to the
mostly subcompact passenger cars and LCVs-and the OECD countries and particularly to the United States.
remaining US$2.5 billion sales of components. 4 DC ve- These hopes have not materialized. Even Korea which
hicle exports are highly concentrated with respect to or- has made significant inroads into the North American
igin and destination. Only three DCs-Korea, Brazil, market was hit hard during the recent sales slowdown.
and Mexico-have managed to export sizable vol- Some industry analysts now doubt whether Korea will re-
umes-mostly to the United States-with export sales in cover its previous sales level and market share in North
1987 of US$3 billion, US$1.5 billion, and US$1.5 billion, America. There are several reasons for the inability of
respectively, which accounted for over 90 percent of all DCs to replicateJapan's success: (1) Japanese producers
DC vehicle exports. The lack of diversification into sev- operated for several years in a large and very competitive
eral markets is dangerous because if the U.S. market domestic market upgrading and refining their produc-
contracts, as is now the case, it would be difficult for tion, marketing, and management skills before tackling
these exporters to develop alternative marketing systems the U.S. and European producers in the international
in the short run. Other DCs have had minimal involve- markets;5 (2) conditions in the late 1960s and early 1970s
ment in automobile trade (Table 7). Of these three, only were more conducive to a new entrant's success because
Korea has locally owned automobile companies, al- trade barriers were lower, new technology could be easi-
though with minority ownership or collaboration agree- ly obtained with fewer restrictions on subsequent mar-
ments with foreign firms, while Brazilian and Mexican

5. George C. Eads, "Geography is not Destiny: The Changing
4. The international trade in components involving DCs is dis- Character of Competitive Advantage in Automobiles,"Paper,
cussed in Chapter V. 1987.
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keting, and market demand in the OECD countries was for long because of high domestic inflation and overval-
growing more rapidly than today;6 (3) the growing pro- ued currencies in the exporting countries, as well as
duction ofJapanese transplants in the United States has market volatility in the importing countries.
filled a good part of the demand for compact cars and
has left less room for DC imports; (4) quality require- Intraregional Cooperation
ments are higher at present; and (5) it would be very dif-
ficult for a newcomer to penetrate the market today be- A few attempts have been made at intraregional coop-
cause the competition is already very keen among eration to facilitate trade. The best known is the Autola-
established producers who offer high quality products at tina joint venture by Ford and Volkswagen formed in
down-to-the-bone prices. The experiences of the Proton 1986 when both companies were experiencing financial
from Malaysia and of the Yugo from Yugoslavia, al- difficulties in South America. The joint venture sought
though different from each other, illustrate the difficulty to reverse the losses being accumulated by both compa-
of penetrating the U.S. market. The Proton's introduc- nies by using one company's strengths to remedy the
tion to the United States was delayed several years be- other's weaknesses. Basically, VW had a good supply of
cause it could not meet U.S. specifications. This prob- engines suitable for the South American market but not
lem was overcome with Mitsubishi's assistance but given equally good vehicle bodies. The reverse was true for
that about half of the car's components were imported Ford. By sharing in-house capacity and technology and
from Japan, the appreciation of the yen made the total combining administrative functions, the two partners
cost per unit significantly higher than for competing were able to reduce costs by increasing economies of
models sold in the United States. The Yugo suffered pri- scale and benefiting from each other's expertise. As ex-
marily from design, performance, and maintenance amples of the rationalization process that followed the
problems, which led to the virtual withdrawal of the car merger, white collar employees were reduced by 30 per-
from the U.S. market. A wiser course is being followed by cent, a 200 vehicle per day plant was shut down, and
an Indian company producing engines and LCVs in a gradual adaptation to a just-in-time inventory system
joint venture with a European manufacturer, funded in trimmed inventory costs from US$900 million in 1986 to
part by IFC. It recently started exporting small quantities US$500 million in 1989. Autolatina employs 75,000 per-
to Europe, with the help of its partner, but has no imme- sons in fifteen plants, has a capacity of 900,000 vehicles
diate plans to break into the U.S. market which is expect- per year and is the world's eleventh largest producer. In
ed to contract during the next two to four years and ex- 1990 it plans to launch a new jointly developed car with
pand only slowly after that. a Ford body and VW engine to be sold by their respective

Although breaking into the very competitive OECD dealer networks.
markets is very difficult, DC market penetration is not The Autolatina agreement enabled the two partners
much easier. Intra-DC trade is constrained by numerous to reverse declining market share to control of 60 per-
and varying formidable barriers, including tariffs, du- cent of the Brazilian market in 1989. The number of
ties, surcharges, or other schemes that often double the units sold, however, has dropped as the total sales vol-
CIF price of a car and, in a few cases, raise it to about 400 ume in Brazil decreased from about 1.0 million units in
percent. Perceptions concerning quality can also be a 1980 to about 650,000 in 1989. Similarly, exports have
constraint because consumers in many DCs are skeptical declined, particularly to the United States, because of
about non-OECD products. Another serious obstacle to keen price competition, primarily from the Far East. To
trade is raised by local content requirements prohibiting a large extent, export sales have been hurt by the over-
the sale of vehicles unless a certain portion of the vehicle valued Brazilian currency and by local content require-
is locally made. In some cases, utility vehicles are more ments that prevent the importation and use of modern
suitable for intra-DC trade, particularly among neigh- technology components. In the domestic market, the
boring countries, because their bulk may constrain long company and other producers (GM and Fiat) have been
distance transport. Also, because governments and pub- affected by price controls on vehicles disproportionately
lic enterprises often purchase trucks and buses, these greater to those of raw materials. For example, although
are often traded in inter-government barter transac- in early 1989 the Government authorized steel prices to
tions. Hungary, India, Indonesia, and other DCs have rise by 500 percent, car price increases would have been
been exporting utility vehicles. Similarly, IFC-funded held to 200 percent. Whether this was enforced during
projects for HCV production in Yugoslavia, Turkey and the subsequent period of hyper-inflation or during the
Brazil have been able to export part of their production recent price freeze is not clear.
to Eastern Europe, the Middle East and South America, A key factor to Autolatina's success was the agreement
respectively. However, these projects have also demon- among Brazil and Argentina to ease trade restrictions on
strated the difficulty of sustaining large export volumes vehicles and components. A similar program by ASEAN

countries to allow components produced in any of them
6. Booz, Allen and Hamilton. "Automotive Industry Develop- to meet local content requirements of the others has fall-
ment Issues,"Processed, 1989.
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en short of expectations as each has continued to pro- firmly established. In line with this strategy Suzuki has
tect its domestic producers. Nonetheless, Toyota and formed joint ventures in India, Hungary and Pakistan,
Mitsubishi have been able to source selected compo- the latter with IFC involvement, from where it plans to
nents from specific countries within ASEAN to supply serve the respective local or regional markets. In the
their operations in this region, thus benefiting from spe- HCV category, both Iran and Iraq have been discussing
cialization and economies of scale. possible production agreements with foreign compa-

nies. Should these materialize, they could further com-
Projected Developments plicate operations of HCV producers in Turkey and Yu-

goslavia who have been counting on the Middle East
Although some automotive analysts have predicted market to counterbalance slack domestic demand. Final-

that the vehicle trade structure involving DCs will re- ly, recent developments in Eastern Europe would cer-
main largely unchanged in the medium term, some im- tainly affect the structure of the automotive industry al-
portant exceptions have recently begun to unfold. though the timing and type of investments which may
There is a growing presence of multinationals in Taiwan, materialize there are not yet clear. There is a large pent
China who may use it as an additional source of subcom- up demand for efficient vehicles in Eastern Europe but
pacts and LCVs. Thailand has intermittently exported limited purchasing power, inadequate infrastructure,
small quantities of LCVs, mostly kits, to Europe but it is low productivity and the still unsettled political climate
still unclear whether this can be sustained on a regular make any supply and demand predictions very uncer-
basis. Suzuki has reportedly adopted a strategy of locat- tain. Nonetheless, Poland, Hungary, East Germany and
ing about 50 percent of its productive capacity outside the USSR are reportedly negotiating or have reached
Japan. Some of this would be in "under-served" but po- agreements with expatriate companies to modernize
tentially big markets where competition is not yet very and expand their vehicle and component production
keen. By the time demand and competition in these for both domestic and export sales.
markets become stronger, Suzuki expects to have been
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4. RECENT AND PROSPECTIVE CHANGES IN THE AUTOMOTIVE

INDUSTRY

Globalization companies, for example, G.M.'s part ownership of Isuzu,
Daewoo Motors, and Suzuki; Ford's part ownership of

Almost all major vehicle and component manufactur- Mazda and Kia; Chrysler's part ownership of Mitsubishi;
ers have adopted a global perspective in defining their and joint ventures with both Japanese and European
strategies. Even manufacturers who are domestically ori- manufacturers. European firms are concentrating their
ented must consider international developments be- attention principally on Europe, partly because of the
cause of the possible need to collaborate with a foreign strong market there and partly because of the radically
company or because some of their foreign competitors different market conditions anticipated in the EEC after
may try to penetrate their domestic markets. The global- 1992. The globalization movement is rapidly affecting
ization of the industry is manifested in several areas: component manufacturers as well. Examples include
* Marketing Exports play a major role and receive spe- the growing capacity of Japanese component manufac-
cial attention in many companies' plans for three rea- turing in Southeast Asia and North America and the al-
sons. First, exports have been an important source of ready large presence of American component
revenue, especially forJapanese and Korean vehicle pro- manufacturers in Mexico. Since the recent liberalization
ducers, for major component manufacturers, and for in Eastern Europe, however, the possibility of producing
some small specialty producers. Foreign sales also form components there for export to the West is receiving
an important part of the strategy for some companies in greater attention. There are also reports that some Euro-
DCs who are constrained by small domestic markets and pean component manufacturers are now assessing
limited foreign exchange. Second, imports have posed a Southeast Asian countries with a view to production for
significant competitive threat in the home markets of export to Europe as well as to serve the Asian replace-
many companies that have had to devise ways to counter- ment market.
act them. IFC-funded automotive projects in India, Tur- * Collaboration: The very high cost of research, design,
key, Yugoslavia, Mexico and elsewhere have largely and fixed investments has resulted in several joint
depended on exports to gain foreign exchange and to projects as well as mergers by previous competitors
supplement revenues from domestic sales. Results have across national and continental boundaries. Recent ex-
been mixed as the Mexican and Indian companies, both amples are the agreements by Renault and Subaru to
component manufacturers, have been able to secure a jointly develop and manufacture engines, by Honda and
market niche, whereas the Turkish and Yugoslav compa- Rover to manufacture certain models for the European
nies, both HCV producers, have run into difficulties be- and North American markets, and by Volvo and Ssangy-
cause of new competition and from high domestic ong Motors to produce a Volvo model in Korea and to
inflation and overvalued currencies. jointly develop a new car. This trend ofjointly undertak-
0 Supply: The shifting economic, financial, and politi- ing special projects covering the entire range of re-
cal dynamics of the industry have resulted in keener search, production, and marketing is particularly
competition across national borders. They have forced important for DC producers who need to collaborate
manufacturers to seek locations accessible to regional with foreign manufacturers to obtain technical expertise
markets with, preferably, lower production costs. Japa- and to secure marketing outlets. Practically all IFC fund-
nese production facilities in North America, begun in re- ed projects involve collaboration between OECD and
sponse to U.S. import restrictions (in the form of DC companies either in the form of joint ventures or
voluntary export restraints), are expected to reach 2.5 technical agreements covering part or all aspects of the
million cars by 1992. Virtually all major Japanese car industry from component or vehicle design to produc-
makers, as well as Korea's Hyundai, are now producing tion, marketing and after sales service.
in the United States or Canada. What began as assembly * Internationalization of technology: The accelerating rate
operations quickly became integrated with engine pro- of joint ventures, mergers, partial or complete acquisi-
duction and the establishment in North America of nu- tions, and joint special projects has resulted in rapid and
merous Japanese component producers. A similar wide diffusion of innovations. In most cases, multina-
pattern is emerging in Europe, particularly in the Unit- tionals with plants in DCs apply the same technology
ed Kingdom and, to a lesser extent, in Spain, where ma- there as in their developed country locations. This af-
jor Japanese car manufacturers are rapidly expanding fords some DCs the opportunity to rapidly adopt the lat-
production to supply the European market. North est technology with considerable benefits from
American manufacturers have not stood idle with re- improved quality and lower costs. Meanwhile, DCs must
spect to overseas production. Their foreign presence is be able to provide the infrastructure, administrative pro-
manifested through large production facilities in Eu- cedures, and business practices necessary for the suc-
rope and Latin America, and part ownership ofJapanese cessful transfer of modern technology. While this is
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often necessary to ensure that the product is of compet- Table 8: Use of Vehicle Electronics in New U.S. Cars,
itive quality, especially in export markets, it may not be 1986-2000
true for process technology. Specifically, a high degree
of automation or other capital intensive methods may 1986 1990 2000
not always be cost effective in DCs with relatively inex- -(percentage of cars)-
pensive labor.

Door locking 5 10 100
Product Changes Anti-lock braking 5 25 90

On-board diagnostics - 30 90
During the last ten years three types of major changes Electronic fuel injection 25 60 90

affecting primarily passenger cars have been taking Shock damping - 20 75
place at an increasing pace and with widening applica- Climate control - 10 65
bility-the rapid pace of new model introduction and Digital displays 10 20 60
the proliferation of models; the increased use of elec- Transmission - 5 25
tronics in many aspects of a vehicle's operation; and the Active suspension - - 10
broadening application of new materials in car manufac-
turing. Although product differentiation is often only Source: Financial Times. October 1988.
skin deep, there is a proliferation of different models
and this presents both opportunities and problems for market for automotive electronics amounted to US$15
DC producers. The opportunities present themselves to billion in 1988 but is expected to more than double by
car manufacturers who cannot compete in a mass pro- 1995, reaching US$35 billion. During the same period,
duction environment but can utilize their relatively the value content of electronic equipment in an average
small facilities to produce specialty vehicles for export, car is estimated to rise from US$500 to about US$1,200.
provided that they can maintain low costs and high stan- Although the increase in value is impressive, the corre-
dards. Problems arising from the existence of many sponding volume increase will be even larger as unit
models in a small DC market relate to extensive market prices for many components will decline because of
segmentation, to the point where production of each greater economies of scale and amortization of produc-
model is very low and the corresponding per unit cost is tion equipment. This development could present sub-
very high. The situation in the Philippines during the stantial opportunities for DCs in auto-electronics pro-
1970s is an example. The proliferation of car producers duction.
and models contributed substantially to the shutdown of The increasing importance of electronics has prompt-
most of these companies and the establishment of legis- ed some car manufacturers to strengthen their capabili-
lation to limit their number. A somewhat similar situa- ty in that aspect of production and bring it under their
tion exists in an IFC-sponsored project in Pakistan where own control (Ford, Daimler-Benz). Fordjust opened two
the company and the Government have agreed to freeze new plants in Portugal and Spain, respectively, for the
the design for ten years while restricting imports, to production of audio and other electronic equipment to
compensate for low throughput and to allow capital in- supply both its U.S. and European operations. Compo-
vestment to be amortized over a longer period of time. nent suppliers, however, believe that the trend is for
Such measures, however, may be counterproductive in most vehicle manufacturers to rely on outside sources
the long term as for example in Brazil where, according for most components, including electronics, as long as
to the country's Association of Automobile Manufactur- the suppliers make the heavy investments in research
ers, the industry has fallen seriously behind in competi- and development necessary to keep abreast of techno-
tiveness because of excessive Government intervention logical innovations.
which has constrained innovation. A possible development of interest to DCs is the fu-

The application of electronics and lighter materials ture use of multiplexing to replace traditional wire har-
such as aluminum, plastics, and composites has been nesses. At present, wire harnesses are commonly pro-
gaining steadily. The main product innovation area is duced in DCs because their manufacturing is labor
electronics, widely regarded as the driving force in auto- intensive and requires simple technology. Multiplex sys-
motive technology. Although estimates vary, the general tems economize on space and weight and allow a much
consensus is that by the end of the century electronic greater number of other electronic systems to operate in
items-affecting vehicle performance, efficiency, and a vehicle under integrated control. Some analysts pre-
safety-will represent around 20 percent of the value of dict that after the mid-1990s, the increasing use of multi-
a passenger car and computers will facilitate the entire plexing will drive down the demand for wire harnesses
driving process from the pistons to the wheels (Table 8). so that within ten to fifteen years it will level off at quan-

The sale of electronic components is expected to en- tities required as replacement parts. This view is contra-
ter a boom period during the next few years. The world dicted by others who maintain that fiber-optic wire tech-
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nology would be applied to very few models in the next bodies must be resolved. Although these constraints are
ten to fifteen years with minimal impact on DC wire har- important, the use of plastics entails significant advan-
ness production. Given that only Mazda has reportedly tages for both the automotive and chemical industries.
announced plans to introduce a simple multiplex system The specific implications for DCs are not yet certain.
in its top-of-the-line models, it appears that wire harness- DCs capable to compete in the production of electron-
es will continue to be widely used for many years. ics, specialty metals, and plastics would benefit. But

The replacement of sheet steel with plastics is gradu- which DCs would be in this category and how they
ally increasing. The percentage of steel in an average would, and other DC producers, be affected by the de-
German-made car is expected to drop to 60 percent in velopments of new materials with respect to production,
the year 2000 from 72 percent in 1989, whereas alumi- transport, trade, and evironmental considerations need
num and plastic materials are expected to rise from 3 to to be examined further.
8 percent and from 7 to 17 percent, respectively, during
the same period (Table 9). The GM Lumina van recently Changes in Production Methods
received a lot of attention because of its plastic body pan-
els which are bonded to the metal frame. Lumina is not Significant changes have come about in all facets of
the first "plastic" car, as East Germany's Trabant, GM's automotive production, ranging from the design stage
Fiero, and Renault's Espace, among others, preceded it. to the assembly operations and from component pro-
It is the first, however, to be made in volumes expected curement to organization and management.
to exceed 200,000 units -er year. To bring a completely new car model to the market

requires both a rather hefty initial investment of about
Table 9: Estimated Development of Material Content, US$1.5 billion and high operating costs. To amortize

1989-2000 such huge outlays, mass production over several years is
necessary to lower unit costs. Until about a decade ago,

hron/Steel Aluiinum Plastics at least seven years would have elapsed from model de-
sign to market introduction, and the car would have

Model Year 1989 72 3 7 been produced for fifteen years or so with only superfi-
Model Year 1990 65 5 13 cial modifications. The optimal size of a car manufactur-
Model Year 2000 60 8 17 ing plant was considered to be 250,000 cars per year op-

erating with a high degree of automation and job
specialization. These conditions have changed radically.

Source: Consultants for Trade and Industry. European Industry's Invest- Because of more intense competition and with new tech-
ment Outlook in LDCs. June 1989. nological capabilities such as computer-aided design

and manufacturing systems (CAD/CAM), the time be-
The main advantage of plastic is that it weighs less tween design and production of a new passenger car

than sheet steel and can be molded into complex shapes model is about four to six years (three to five years inJa-
without any bonding or welding. It is also more durable pan), and its lifetime rarely exceeds six to seven years.
because it is rust resistant. Perhaps its greatest advantage The effort to reduce these intervals continues. 8 Design
is that it allows retooling to be accomplished much faster changes do not occur nearly as frequently for CVs and
at a cost of about 20 percent of that required for conven- when they do, it is often for functional instead of cosmet-
tional metal parts. This is extremely important for car ic reasons. Therefore, the pressure to achieve high CV
manufacturers trying to produce many different models throughput before the design is modified is not as great
and introduce new ones more frequently. Plastics could for CVs as for cars.
allow them to reduce by as much as 30 to 50 percent the The reduced product development and production
period required between designing and marketing a periods have been made possible by drastic changes in
new model. both the design and production stages. Design consti-

Before a complete plastic car becomes the industry tutes a key phase in the process because about 70 per-
standard, some major problems must first be resolved. cent of the production cost is determined during this
There are technical problems relating to structural in- stage. Subsequently, only marginal adjustments can be
tegrity, which is higher for steel; bonding or attaching a made to reduce costs. Once the vehicle is designed, this
plastic body to a metal engine or other parts; and the means that production architecture, layout, logistics,
long cycles required to produce plastic components, and technology have essentially been determined, and
which still make mass production uneconomical. 7 Then, any major modifications thereafter would result in
environmental issues arising from the disposal of plastic equally major costs and delays. As a result, design and

production engineering are highly integrated in what is

7. Fiat may have solved this problem at least in the production
of the tailgate for its Tipo model. These plastic parts are injec- 8. Honda claims it can bring a new model to the market within
tion molded and take only twenty seconds to produce. twenty-four months.
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becoming known as "concurrent engineering." This has It is therefore important for all producers, but espe-
been greatly facilitated by computerized design which is cially those in DCs, to select technologies appropriate to
becoming a common feature for many vehicle and large their manufacturing environment and to the types of
component manufacturers. products that they produce. In many instances these do

A parallel development has been the flexibility of the not call for adopting the latest and most sophisticated
assembly line, which allows the production of different technology. For example, an IFC-funded project in India
models with little or no retooling. This has been made considered highly automated and integrated processes
possible by increased robotization and flexible automa- but found them inappropriate for the production levels
tion, procurement of subassembly systems rather than and market requirements envisaged. The company, with
individual components, increased use of plastics, and help from foreign technical collaborators, opted for de-
new management techniques, which allow workers on sign modifications tc. existing products and for compar-
the plant floor greater initiative and responsibility for atively labor-intensive production methods. The results
production decisions. Robotization and flexible automa- have been excellent in the domestic market and there
tion are commonly regarded as labor-saving techniques, are good prospects for exports. Similarly, a producer of
but their greatest contribution is that, together with ap- truck frames and structural components in Mexico, also
propriate management, they allow greater flexibility and funded by the IFC, has adopted a semi-automated pro-
better quality control. An indication of the trend toward cess which has enabled it to be succesful in a market
more robotization is given in Table 10. Today, robots are niche for orders requiring short to medium production

runs. Such orders are below the scale required by fully
Table 10: Robotization at Renault, 1980-1987 (Number automated producers of similar products.

of 6 axes NC robots)

Procurement of Components

Percentage change
1980 1982 1984 1986 1987 1980 to 1987 Component supply is an area receiving major atten-

tion in vehicle manufacturers' efforts to reduce costs
69 231 358 459 513 643.5 and improve quality, particularly since the beginning of

the 1980s, when theJapanese manufacturers established
Source: Consultants for Trade and Industry. European Industry's Invest- themselves as leaders in production organization and
nent Outlook in LDCs. June 1989. management. They introduced a new logistics concept

with four interlinked parts-Just-in-time, Single sourc-
ing, Outsourcing and Quality focus.

Just-in-time (JIT) is the key element in achieving an
used by most automotive companies in the OECD coun- efficient material flow, reducing waste and storage costs,
tries and are gradually being introduced to DC opera- and achieving production flexibility. The other three el-
tions as well. Robots are no longer perceived as a cure-all ements of this logistics concept are more or less a neces-
for quality and productivity problems and, as a result, the sary result of-or a precondition for-the JIT delivery
degree of robotized activities will continue to increase but system. In its most extreme form, JIT means that suppli-
at a slower pace (Table 1 1). ers feed the assembly line five or six times a day, with no

inspection and virtually no storage area. Since its intro-
Table 11: Percentage of Selected Activities Performed by duction by the Japanese, most major manufacturers
Robots in the Japanese Automotive Industry, 1980-2000 worldwide, and some of the smaller ones, have adopted

the system with varying degrees of success. Several IFC-
funded projects in Brazil, Mexico and elsewhere, result-

Activity 1980 1990 2000 ed, at least in part, from the need to ensure frequent and
reliable delivery of components and were, therefore,

Spot welding 45 75 90 constructed near vehicle assembly operations. On the
Arc welding 15 55 75 other hand, a HCV project in Yugoslavia has had serious
Coating & sealing 10 50 70 financial difficulties partly because it failed to adopt the
Material handling 15 50 65 JIT system, maintaining instead large stocks of both
Engine production 10 40 60 components and finished goods. In contrast, many U.S.
Measurement inspection 10 40 55 and European manufacturers maintain their stock of
Component manufacturing 5 35 55 parts, on average, for as little as two days.
Assembly operations 5 40 45 Ideally, the JIT system works best under the following

conditions:
Source: Consultants for Trade and Industry. European Industry's Invest- * Reliable and timely delivery: This is best achieved if the
ment Outlook in LDCs.June 1989. transport network is efficient, there are no bureaucratic
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delays, and there is close communication between the house. On the contrary, outsourcing of components has
supplier and the assembler. Some manufacturers insist increased substantially because it affords vehicle manu-
on geographic concentration, but others argue that this facturers increased flexibility and potentially lower costs.
is not always necessary and that for certain components, At present, as little as 30 percent of an average car in Ja-
low-cost distant locations are preferable to high-cost pan is produced in-house, whereas for most U.S. and Eu-
nearby ones. ropean manufacturers, the proportion is about 40 per-
* Dependable quality: Zero-defect-concept for quality as- cent. GM is an exception, because it has chosen to
surance is an important element during all stages of the restructure and strengthen its component production
process. subsidiary and maintain its in-house supply of parts at
* Manageable supplier network: A minimum number of about an average of 50 percent per car. In many ways,
suppliers delivering to the assembly. this subsidiary acts as an independent supplier to GM's
* Manufacturingflexibility: The supplier must be able to automotive divisions and also sells about 15 percent of
react quickly to deliver whatever part the assembler its output to non-GM buyers. In some DCs the relative
needs, and the assembler must be able to adapt his pro- scarcity of reliable producers of quality components has
duction to the stock on hand. forced automobile manufacturers to produce in-house
* Elimination offarmal receiving operations. more then they would normally prefer. Thus, the devel-
* Strong management commitment. opment of an efficient supplier network in DCs presents

A related significant development is the dramatic de- both opportunities and a challenge for the successful de-
crease of primary suppliers and the increase in outsourc- velopment of an indigenous automotive industry.
ing. These practices have two dimensions: Companywide Naturally, the trend for more outsourcing has meant
sourcing of components from one supplier for any given bigger sales for component manufacturers. At the same
component or component systems; and allowance for in- time, they have been assuming more and more responsi-
dividual plants to source from local suppliers. The main bility, particularly with respect to design, production of
advantages of single sourcing consist of logistical effi- component systems, and, above all, quality control and
ciency, easier quality assurance and control, and econo- cost reduction. Mainly because of the JIT requirements
mies of scale at the supplier level. The rapid reduction of and keener competition, quality is stressed as never be-
first-tier suppliers (those supplying directly to vehicle fore as manufacturers attempt to minimize incoming in-
manufacturers) is exemplified by the five companies spection. Training of employees in a zero-defect con-
(depicted in Table 12) that trimmed the number of their cept, changing work organization, and investing in
suppliers within four years by a high of 70 percent for statistical process control systems (SPC) are all increas-
Ford (North America), to a low of 23 percent for Peu- ingly being applied in an ongoing effort to improve
geot. Although the number of first-tier suppliers has quality. The application of a company's management
been reduced, they, in turn, deal with a large number of and production systems in all its operations worldwide,
subcontractors. For example, oneJapanese manufactur- the JIT system, and especially the emphasis on quality
er directly procured engine parts from only twenty-five have caused problems in some DCs, which have not
primary suppliers, but the latter dealt with 912 subcon- been able to perform accordingly. Even for protected
tractors, who, in turn, procured from 4,960 third-tier DC market operations, the multinationals involved are
suppliers. becoming more insistent on cutting costs and raising

The reduction in the number of first-tier suppliers profits. Consequently, DCs that hope to attract automo-
does not mean that more components are produced in- tive investments must be able to provide the necessary

Table 12: Number of Component Suppliers to Selected Vehicle Manufacturers

1985 1989 Percentage change
1985-1989

Ford (North America) 20,000 6 ,0 00 a (70.0)
Ford (Europe) 2,500 900 (64.0)
Austin Rover 1,200 700 (41.7)
Renault 1,415 900 (36.4)
Peugeot 1,229 950 (22.7)

a. 1989 estimate. The target is reportedly 1,700 by 1991.

Sources: Data for Ford (North America) from BusinessWeek,January 9,1989 p. 69, and for other companies from Financial Times,June 8. 1989 p. 11.
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conditions for efficient operations by international With total annual sales of about 45 million units, at least
standards. 3.5 million vehicles (corresponding to one month's

sales) are in stock in the distribution-dealer network.9
Marketing and Distribution Meanwhile, another 3.5 million units are in production,

and approximately 1.5 million units are in transport
Marketing and distribution are key determinants to from manufacturers to dealers. This amounts to about 9

the success of an enterprise. Numerous resources are de- million vehicles in distribution at any one time, which
voted to these activities-about 30 percent of the pretax represents more than US$100 billion in value.
price of an average car, which includes delivery costs Despite this magnitude, manufacturers have not yet
from factory to dealer, stockkeeping charges, advertis- systematically tried to reduce the size of the resources
ing, promotion, and the dealer's margin. A wide net- tied up in marketing and distribution. The JIT concept
work of distributors to sell and service vehicles is indis- will certainly be one of the future key issues in rationaliz-
pensable for revenue generation and constitutes an ing the transport and distribution network with the ob-
effective way to register changes in consumer tastes and jective of ensuring that delivery from suppliers to assem-
preferences. Manufacturers, therefore, compete most blers to the final consumer is subject to the same
fiercely to attract dealers, sometimes luring them away rigorous efficiency standards as vehicle manufacturing.
from each other. Presently the typical delivery time in Europe is approxi-

Marketing organization varies among different re- mately three months, but inJapan, where flexible manu-
gions. In Europe most manufacturers market cars facturing and application of JIT principles to delivery
through exclusive dealerships; therefore, it is very diffi- have already started, it has been reduced to about two
cult for new automotive companies to develop a network months, and in the case of Toyota, to three or four
of their own. In North America megadealers have be- weeks.
come common in recent years, and sell products pro- After sales service-that is, availability of spare parts
duced by several different manufacturers. It is, there- and repair facilities-is essential to a company's success,
fore, easier for new car manufacturers to contact particularly in recent years when warranties have be-
potential agents, who can negotiate contracts and reach come more extensive. Another important aspect of the
agreements with a number of dealers. As a result, it has distributors' network is the secondhand trade, which
been relatively less difficult for Japanese and Korean many manufacturers believe is a strong feature in build-
companies to develop distribution networks in the Unit- ing consumer loyalty.
ed States than in Europe.

Car distribution is extremely expensive because an 9. The actual stock is probably higher because in the USA it of-
extraordinary amount of capital is tied up in the process. ten corresponds to two months' sales.
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5. Automotive Components

Component manufacturing and selling has grown to The bulk of DC component exports in 1987-61 per-
sizable volumes and constitutes a large part of the auto- cent-were to the United States, although Japan and the
motive industry. In 1988, the value of the worldwide EEC are also important markets.
component production as original equipment has been Most leading DC exporters increased their compo-
estimated at US$400 billion, while that for the aftermar- nent export earnings between 1980 and 1987. In partic-
ket, i.e., accessories, replacement, and servicing parts, ular, some of the Far Eastern and North African coun-
may be at least as great. Although component manufac- tries as well as Portugal made spectacular increases. In
turing is concentrated in the OECD countries, more terms of value during this period, Taiwan, China in-
than twice as many DCs (fifty to sixty) produce compo- creased its exports from about US$95 million to over
nents as produce vehicles (about twenty-five). The rea- US$600 million, Korea from US$20 million to US$180
son is that the vast array of components, ranging from million, and Portugal from US$7/million to US$130/
capital to labor-intensive and from the highly complex million. In terms of rate of growth, Tunisia increased its
to the relatively simple, allows countries with different component exports by over 6,000 percent (from
types of resource endowment and unequal levels of tech- US$300,000 to almost US$20/million), Portugal by
nical and managerial capability to produce and export 1,875 percent, and Korea by almost 800 percent. Al-
components. For example, the United States, Korea, though data is incomplete, it appears that, with the ex-
Portugal, the Philippines, and Morocco all have success- ception of Mexico and Brazil, most Latin American
ful component manufacturing companies. Although the countries experienced a decline, which is a reflection of
volumes and export earnings vary considerably among the adverse economic situation, especially the effect of
them in absolute terms, they all make sizable contribu- inflation and distorted exchange rates and government
tions to their countries' foreign exchange earnings rela- policies ultimately constraining innovation (Table 13).
tive to their respective total exports. As will be discussed
in the following paragraphs, for many DCs, automotive Industry Structure
component manufacturing provides more opportunities
for profitable investments than vehicle manufacturing The structure of the component industry is just be-
or assembly because the former is comparatively more ginning to undergo major changes similar to those that
labor intensive; has a lower wage structure; and requires transformed the motor vehicle industry. Component
lower overhead. Certainly, the field is very competitive manufacturing has traditionally been carried out by a
and success, on both financial and economic terms, is few large component firms and a large number of small-
predicated on consistently maintaining high quality and medium-sized companies producing to the design
standards, up-to-date expertise, flexibility, and strict ad- and specifications ordered by vehicle manufacturers.
herence to delivery schedules. For example, in Japan 300 component manufacturers

employ 75 percent of all workers in the subsector, while
Value of Trade another 2,000 firms or so employ the remaining 25 per-

cent. In the EEC there are about 1,500 component
The global value of component trade in 1987 firms, and 15 percent of these employ 75 percent of the

amounted to about US$60 billion, of which US$3.7 bil- subsector's labor force. Until recently, most component
lion originated in DCs.10 In the same year, OECD com- companies had been domestic-oriented, although some
ponent exports to DCs declined to 18 percent of total of the larger have had overseas manufacturing opera-
OECD exports compared with 25 percent in 1982, as a tions. For the most part, component firms have been lo-
result of growing production in DCs and larger inter-DC cally owned as foreign direct investment (FDI) had been
trade. DC exports of components are lower than DC ve- limited to countries where vehicle assemblers had set up
hicle exports because of the enormous increase in vehi- operations. The bulk of their production has been sold
cle exports from Korea, and to a lesser extent, Mexico, locally with the value of internationally traded compo-
and Brazil. Nonetheless, many more DCs are involved in nents amounting to 25 percent of the total value of pro-
component production, and the rate of growth in com- duction in 1987, either to other component manufactur-
ponent exports has been much higher than in vehicles. ers or to vehicle assemblers. Consequently, the leading
Among major DC vehicle exporters, i.e. Korea, Brazil, component firms were found in countries with large
Mexico and Taiwan, China, only Korea has had higher auto industries and in only a few instances did they ex-
earnings from vehicle than from component exports. pand beyond national boundaries.

Starting with the OECD countries but with an impact
already felt on DCs, the component industry recently

1aluesmayabe US$5.0 billion. started going through major transformations. Signifi-
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Table 13: Automotive Component Exports from Developing Economies, 1980-1987
(US$ millions)

Percentage change
Country 1980 1985 1987 1980-1987

Argentina 63.3 62.9 67.2 6.2
Brazil NA 424.6 1,500 a
Colombia 20.6 6.0 NA
Hong Kong 0.8 1.8 2.2 175.0
India 72.1 48.7 NA
Korea 20.5 93.0 181.0 782.9
Malaysia 2.7 3.7 5.7 111.1
Mexico NA 499.0 1,OO a O
Morocco 7.4 10.0 15.9 114.9
Philippines 30.3 20.9 NA
Portugal 6.6 66.0 130.4 1,875.8
Singapore 82.6 78.5 98.4 19.1
Taiwan, China 94.7 345.6 618.3 552.9
Thailand 9.3 11.4 21.3 129.0
Tunisia 0.3 4.4 19.1 6,266.7
Turkey 43.0 65.5 71.6 66.5

a. Unofficial estimates.
Note: Excludes Eastern Europe.

Source: United Nations Trade Data, 1989.

cant among these are the fast-developing new relation- have benefitted substantially from these developments
ships between vehicle and component manufacturers in (Figure 3).
an intensified effort to reduce costs, raise productivity, Although vehicle manufacturers have drastically re-
and improve quality. The probability of success for vehi- duced the number of their suppliers, the proportion of
cle manufacturers now also depends in part on their outsourced components has increased. This has led
suppliers as the latter have assumed a great deal of the many first-tier suppliers not only to produce individual
responsibility for research, design, manufacturing, and parts but also to assemble component systems and has
stock maintenance. Thus, both vehicle and component resulted in a different type of relationship between man-
manufacturers are now directly and fully involved with ufacturers and first-tier suppliers. The production of
all phases of the process-that is, research, design, man- component systems has two important implications for
ufacturing, and marketing-of their respective prod- car manufacturers. It reduces costs through improved
ucts. GM, for instance, reportedly expects its first-tier quality and increased economies of scale as component
suppliers to devote I percent of their sales revenue to re- firms become increasingly specialized in both producing
search and development. If not, the relationship may be certain parts of a car and supplying them to several vehi-
terminated. cle assemblers, and it results in considerable savings in

Another important element of the transformation of assembly time. For example, GM's use of preassembled
the component industry relates to the changing nature sunroofs made by Rockwell International for one of its
of competition in the vehicle industry. The expansion of British-made models, has reduced sunroof installation
Japanese transplants in the United States, the increased in its car assembly line from twelve minutes to three.
investment by European and non-European firms in Eu- Rockwell plans eventually to supply complete car roofs
rope in anticipation of the post-1992 single EEC market, and doors.
the possibility of a more openJapan, and the selection of
a few DCs as production sites have raised competition to Product Quality
a truly global level. As more component manufacturers
have followed vehicle manufacturers to their overseas lo- Quality is of utmost importance and the supplier
cations, their perspective has also changed and the strat- must strive to apply a "zero defect" philosophy to his op-
egies of many more companies are becoming global
rather than national. Mexico and Taiwan, China, which 11. 'The Arrival of Haute Carture."The Economzst, July 29,
have relatively few restrictions on foreign ownership, 1989. p.54 .
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Figure 3: PROJECTED FOREIGN EQUITY OWNERSHIP OF COMPONENT PRODUCTION
FACILITIES IN SELECTED DEVELOPING COUNTRIES, 1990-2000
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erations as well as to ensure that his product performs across the board, and Ford has a standing arrangement
harmoniously with the other parts of the car. For exam- with its long-term suppliers for an average price reduc-
ple, all Ford suppliers are systematically rated on quality, tion of 5 percent a year.1 2 Other important features re-
and underperformers are eliminated. At the same time, quired by car companies, in descending order of impor-
car manufacturers require their suppliers to develop tance, relate to after sales service, multinational plant
strong capability in product design and technological in- availability, large unit size, and flexibility in response to
novation. That means that they must invest in R&D pro- orders (Figure 4).
grams that are highly sophisticated and require substan-
tial computer application. Also, technology changes so Opportunities for Developing Economies
rapidly that it is impossible for a car manufacturer, or
even a multiproduct component manufacturer, to keep The long-term nature of the relationships between
abreast of developments across a wide range of products. manufacturers and suppliers means that if the former es-
As a result, vehicle and component manufacturers are tablishes transplants overseas, the latter is often expect-
increasingly bound by long-term relationships involving ed to follow either by setting up subsidiaries or by enter-
close cooperation and intimate knowledge of each oth- ing into joint ventures or technical collaboration
er's needs, capabilities, and modi operandi- For exam- agreements with local firms. In any of these cases, the
ple, Ford's new suspension systems are designed by its component manufacturers would need to rely on local
supplier company through a fully computerized system firms as second- and third-tier suppliers, thus opening
in a hands-on collaborative arrangement with Ford's en-
gineers. Another aspect of the relationship relates to

tiel deivr an cos efetvees whc ar crca 12. Treece, James, "Now Carmakers Are Really Burningtimely delivery and cost effectiveness, which are crucial Rubber"BusinessWeek, January 9, 1989, p. 69; and Woodruff,
if the relationship is to survive. Chrysler recently re- David "Ford Has a Better Idea: Let Someone Else Have the
quested a 1 percent price reduction from its suppliers Idea,"Businessweek, April 30, 1990, p. 116.

Figure 4: SUPPLIERS' DESIRABLE ATTRIBUTES RANKED BY SELECTED VEHICLE
MANUFACTURERS
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up opportunities for local production. This has been the nese entrepreneurs because of the economy's strong
experience with IFC-funded vehicle production projects manufacturing base, availability of inputs, proximity to
in Turkey, Yugoslavia, Pakistan, India and China which Japan, good communication and transport facilities,
have prompted the development of indigenous compo- abundance of private firms of different sizes from which
nent production. Correspondingly, several IFC-funded to select a partner, and a liberal economic system. The
component production projects in several countries Japanese also have links with firms in most other coun-
were established or expanded, in response to the de- tries in the region, particularly in Thailand, Singapore,
mand created when vehicle assembly or manufacturing and Hong Kong-the latter two for auto electronics-
projects came into operation. and, to a lesser but growing extent, in Indonesia, Malay-

The 1980s have witnessed major shifts in the location sia, China, and the Philippines. In South Asia, Suzuki's
of component manufacturing within the OECD and operations in India prompted about thirty collaboration
from the OECD to DCs. In the OECD, the dominant deals betweenJapanese and Indian companies. In Latin
movement has been of the Japanese establishment of ve- America, Japanese interest is concentrated in Mexico,
hicle transplants first in the United States and, more re- with about twenty operations, while another twenty are
cently, in Europe, followed by their suppliers. The move- scattered in the rest of Central and South America. The
ment into DCs has involved U.S., Japanese, and large majority of these entail technical cooperation and
European, particularly West German, firms, as they have only about 20 percent manufacturing.
been trying to reduce costs and take advantage of chang- Although European component manufacturers are
ing patterns in the geopaphical distribution of vehicle present in all DC areas including North Africa (Moroc-
production. A significant feature of this movement re- co), the Middle East (Turkey), Latin America (Mexico,
lates to the type of components produced in DCs. As a Brazil) and Asia (Thailand, Malaysia, China, India), they
result of many recent investments in medium and ad- have not matched their U.S. andJapanese counterparts
vanced levels of technology, DC component production in establishing themselves outside Europe. One explana-
increasingly consists of more sophisticated products tion is that, similar to the European vehicle manufactur-
such as alternators and electrical or electronic equip- ers, they have been focussing on the growing European
ment, along with traditional simple technology, and la- market and, more recently, on post-1992 Europe and the
bor-intensive products, such as wire harnesses. developments in Eastern Europe. Nonetheless there

As component companies have searched for less ex- have been reports of some European component pro-
pensive sites or have followed car manufacturers into ducers investigating the possibility of establishing or ex-
other countries, and as DC producers have sought access panding operations in Southeast Asia.
to technological expertise, certain patterns have For many DC component producers the aftermarket
emerged in the ties between specific OECD and devel- is at least as important as the original equipment market.
oping countries. For example, U.S. companies have fa- In the United States, the demand for replacement parts
vored mostly Mexico and Korea and, to a lesser extent, is expected to grow 2.7 percent annually between 1988
South American countries, particularly Brazil. Mexico's and 1993, and for accessories by 2.9 percent during the
major advantage is its proximity to the United States; for same period. The main advantages of the aftermarket
Korea and Brazil, it is their growing domestic markets. for DC producers are: (i) potential buyers are far more
Japanese companies first undertook a major expansion numerous than for original equipment components; (ii)
into Southeast Asia, later moved into the United States, research and design requirements are very limited; (iii)
then started getting into Europe, and most recently into delivery schedules are not as stringent; and (iv) the need
Eastern Europe. Japanese presence among DCs is stron- for constant technological upkeep is less urgent. Howev-
gest in Korea where forty-seven joint ventures and seven- er, the field is very competitive and the requirement for
ty-three technology collaboration agreements for com- high quality standards, at least in the international mar-
ponent production were reported in 1988. Taiwan, kets, is great.
China, is also becoming a preferred location for Japa-
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6. FACTORS AFFECTING DECISIONS TO LOCATE IN DEVELOPING
ECONOMIES

The transformation of the industry, particularly with cause of the continuous commitment and support ex-
respect to technology and organization, which have had pected from the foreign partner. Others prefer licensing
a major impact on production, procurement, and mar- arrangements because they perceive joint ventures to be
keting, has often made it essential for DC entrepreneurs restrictive and unbalanced in favor of their, usually larg-
to associate with established foreign manufacturers if er and stronger, foreign partners. Either way, DC entre-
they are to operate competitively, especially in export preneurs recognize the benefits, often the necessity, to
markets. This is the case for passenger cars, commercial associate with a foreign company. This is well reflected
vehicles and components except for those which are in IFC-funded automotive projects. Of a sample of 18
produced with simple or well known technology. As dis- projects, 15 had foreign equity participation, 3 technical
cussed earlier, this association can be in any one of many collaboration agreements, and 4 both types of arrange-
forms, from management contracts or licensing to joint ments (Table 14).
ventures or mergers. Perceptions vary as to which is the When vehicle or component multinational producers
preferred arrangement. Interviews with several multina- decide to participate in joint ventures or to establish sub-
tional companies indicated that most Japanese and sidiaries, (although the latter has not been very com-
some European firms prefer joint ventures through mon in recent years) several factors influence their loca-
which they can apply their own management style and tion decisions. The three major factors are market
exercise better control over quality standards and mar- potential, production and transport costs, and company
keting practices. Other European firms preferred licens- strategy. These have mostly pointed to OECD locations.
ing arrangements which although often less profitable Of the total value of components traded in 1987 (US$60
than joint ventures, are also considered less risky. U.S. million) only about 6 to 8 percent (US$3.7 - 5.0 million)
firms have in most cases established fully owned subsid- originated in DCs. And of the total 1986 production of
iaries or joint ventures. Opinions also differed among nine vehicle manufacturers, about 25 percent was pro-
DC auto producers some of whom prefer joint ventures duced outside their respective home countries and less
partly because of the infusion of capital and partly be- than 5 percent in DCs (Table 15). Volkswagen is the

Table 14: Collaboration between DC and OECD Automotive Companies;
A Sample of IFC Experience

DC Country OECD Country Product Joint Venture Technical Agreement

Brazil Italy Castings X
Brazil Sweden HCV X
China France LCVs X
India Japan Carburetors/ X

Fuel pumps
India UK/Germany Joints X
India Germany LCVs X
India USA Forged parts X
India France LCV/Engines X X
India Japan HCV/Engines X
Indonesia Japan Engines X
Mexico USA/Japan Stamped parts X
Mexico USA Parts X X
Mexico Italy Auto cable X X
Pakistan Japan Cars/LCVs X
Turkey Germany Trucks X
Turkey Germany Diesel engines X
Yugoslavia Germany Clutch assembly X
Yugoslavia Germany HCV/Engines X X

Source: IFC data.
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Table 15: Automobile Production of Major Corporations in the Home Country and Abroad, 1986
(thousands)

Production abroad DC Production
Total Percentage Percentage

Company production Volume of total Volume of total

GMC 8,390 2,560 30.5 290 3.5
Ford 5,760 2,590 44.9 260 4.5
Toyota 3,740 80 2.1 4 0.1
Volkswagen 2,770 910 32.7 490 17.7
Nissan 2,590 320 12.3 70 2.7
Peugeot 1,960 340 17.5 - -
Renault 1,940 360 18.6 50 2.6
Chrysler 1,900 450 23.7 60 3.2
Fiat 1,770 180 10.2 170 9.6
Total 30,280 7,790 25.7 1,394 4.6

Source: Motor Vehicle Manufacturers' Association (United States), 1988.

leader in DC production with almost half a million vehi- or growing domestic market. Mexico, for example, is
cles produced in DCs in 1986-primarily in Mexico and very well situated with respect to the United States,
Brazil-which is 18 percent of its global output. GM and whereas a similar role has been assumed by Spain and
Ford produced 290,000/vehicles and 260,000/vehicles Portugal with respect to Western Europe, and by Taiwan,
in DCs, respectively, which is less than 5 percent of the China and Thailand with respect to Japan. In the future,
global output in each case. The only other company with Eastern Europe, Turkey, and North Africa could be used
a relatively large output in DCs is Fiat with 170,000/vehi- as export bases to Western Europe while the Pacific rim
cles-9.6 percent of its total output. The rest produce countries could play a similar role forJapan.
only negligible volumes in DCs. Some of the smaller The importance of market size and accessibility is ap-
companies, such as Suzuki and Mitsubishi, have moved plicable to both vehicles and components. Among most
aggressively in recent years to increase their DC output, DCs, components-original equipment and replace-
but this would not have a noticeable impact on the ag- ment parts-constitute the bulk of automotive imports,
gregate DC automobile production. an indication of large DC market potential for compo-

The limited use of DCs by multinationals as vehicle nents (Table 16). Producing for the domestic market
production sites reflects what is, in most cases, the most would allow DCs to hone their technical and competitive
important factor influencing the location decision-the skills so that, in combination with their lower cost struc-
size of the domestic market. Thus, large or growing ture, they can successfully compete in foreign markets.
economies are attractive because of their sales potential, Because of the ease of transport and the often low-wage,
stemming either from rapid economic growth (Taiwan, low-overhead and labor-intensive nature of component
China) or a large population (China), or a combination manufacturing, many multinationals produce in DCs for
of both (Indonesia). The question of whether to service re-export. Examples include U.S. companies manufac-
the market through exports from the home country or turing in Mexico for the U.S. market, Japanese compa-
through production facilities in the DCs is affected by nies producing in Thailand or Taiwan, China for theJap-
the respective costs and by other factors, including ease anese market, and the interest by many multinationals to
of transport, government intervention, or company produce in Eastern Europe for the Western European
strategy. Transport costs favor DC production of utility market.
vehicles and several manufacturers have set up produc- Costs are, of course, a very important consideration.
tion or assembly operations in DC locations. Sometimes DCs enjoy an advantage with respect to labor costs that
a company will assume a defensive strategy, which means are substantially lower there than in OECD countries. In
that it establishes a facility in a country in spite of uncer- 1987 hourly wages for Latin American unskilled auto-
tain sales potential in the near future because its com- workers ranged from US$0.50 to US$2.00 equivalent
petitors may do so, and the company wishes to obtain a and for semiskilled workers from US$1.50 to US$3.50
foothold in that market for future considerations. Exam- equivalent. Korean, Malaysian, and Taiwanese auto
ples include the interest of multinationals in China and workers' wages ranged from US$1.75 to US$4.00 equiva-
the USSR. lent. 13 During the same period, wages in the auto indus-

Another important consideration is accessibility to a try for production workers were about US$14 in the
large foreign market, ideally in combination with a large United States and West Germany, and, although less in
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Table 16: Product Structure of Automotive Imports of Leading Developing Economies, 1986
(US$ millions)

Region & Total value
importing of automotive Passenger cars Commercial vehicles Chassis with engines Bodies Parts & accessories
country imports Value Percentage Value Percentage Value Percentage Value Percentage Value Percentage

Latin America
Argentina 262.9 10.7 4.1 27.8 10.6 - - 26.0 9.9 198.4 75.5
Brazil 314.3 - - 8.2 2.6 - - - - 304.6 96.9
Colombia 263.5 120.9 45.9 25.3 9.6 15.0 5.7 - - 99.6 37.8
Mexico 279.7 39.5 5.0 54.6 6.9 - - - - 695.8 88.0
Venezuela 673.0 410.5 61.0 139.3 20.7 - - - - 122.5 18.2
Asia
Indonesia 582.4 160.2 27.5 34.4 5.9 - - - - 387.9 66.6
Korea 376.6 18.5 4.9 32.0 8.5 - - - - 236.1 86.6
Malaysia 275.3 153.6 55.8 64.1 23.3 7.2 2.6 - - 50.1 18.2
Thailand 333.9 66.1 19.8 25.4 7.6 177.0 53.0 - - 65.4 19.6

Source: O'Brien, Peter, The Automotive Industry in the Developing Countries: Risks and Opportunities in the 19 90s. The Economist Intelligence Unit,
London 1989.

most other OECD countries, always substantially higher stances, key suppliers follow the automobile company
than in DCs.14 Still, the labor cost advantage enjoyed by into the foreign country. For example, after Volkswagen
DCs loses much of its significance because labor ac- established a plant in China, it was followed by about six-
counts for only 20 to 25 percent of the total cost of pro- ty of its suppliers, while Toyota's decision to take 22 per-
ducing an average car. By the mid-1990s, it is expected to cent ownership of Kuozui Motors in Taiwan, China
drop to about 10 percent of the total cost (Figure 5). prompted about 20 component manufacturers to begin
Thus, although labor costs are important, particularly operations in that country. Once Japanese companies
for labor-intensive operations such as production of started producing cars in the United States more than
commercial vehicles and components, they are just one two hundred Japanese component manufacturers fol-
of many factors considered by multinationals when lowed. The IFC has assisted with several joint-venture
weighing their options regarding facility location. IFC projects by foreign and DC component producers sup-
experience shows that in some cases components pro- plying vehicle manufacturers in the respective DCs. Ex-
duced in DCs are more expensive than in the home amples include projects for the production of carbure-
country of the multinational concerned. This is due to tors, transmissions and forged components in India,
import duties on raw materials, taxes, lower productivity clutch assemblies in Yugoslavia, truck engines in Turkey,
and higher inventory costs. But if the mix of locally pro- and iron and aluminum castings in Brazil.
duced and imported components is properly balanced, Government policy is critical for an investment deci-
substantial cost reductions can be attained. For example, sion and can affect it in many different ways. General
with 60 percent local content in a new car assembly op- government policies regarding expatriate investment,
eration in Pakistan, overall savings of about 30 percent repatriation of profits, local content requirements, labor
of the CIF value per vehicle can be expected. laws, regulation of the economy, and others are closely

An efficient component supply network is essential evaluated by interested companies. In general, the less
for successful vehicle production, particularly in view of interventionist the government and the more its policies
the growing adoption of theJIT system and the trend to- remain consistent and unchanged over time, the more
ward outsourcing. Multinationals prefer a supplier net- attractive the policy environment for a multinational.
work to be in place before they locate in a country. But This is not to say, of course, that a company would mind
even if the network is not as developed as they would obtaining favorable intervention from the government
like, they may nonetheless decide to locate there be- with respect to taxation, subsidies, exceptions to labor
cause of other overriding considerations e.g. market po- laws, and so on. Particularly during the present climate
tential or to counteract a competitor. In many such in- favoring foreign investment, the multinationals can be

selective and often negotiate favorable arrangements
with the host government in both DCs and OECD coun-

13. Currentexchangerates. tries. For example, U.S. and Canadian state and local
14. Excludes benefits.
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Figure 5: CHANGES IN SHARE OF LABOR COSTS IN TOTAL VEHICLE PRODUCTION COSTS
IN LEADING DEVELOPING COUNTRIES, 1990-2000
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Source: O'Brien, Peter. THE AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY IN THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES: EIU. Risks and Opportunities in the 1990s. London 1989.

governments reportedly subsidize automotive projects when high domestic inflation pushed up prices of raw
by as much as 30 percent of the investment cost through materials faster than the local currency depreciated
free land, reduced utility rates, tax holidays, and other against the US$. On the other hand, DCs have often
incentives. Similarly, recent investment projects by Nis- benefited from exchange rate movements. The wave of
san and Toyota in the United Kingdom benefited not Japanese foreign direct investment in Southeast Asia,
only from cost-free sites and fiscal incentives but also particularly by component manufacturers, which started
have been able to deal with only one plantwide union in- several years ago and is expected to continue, has been
stead of the customary multiple unions representing dif- motivated principally by the rise in the yen vis-a-vis the
ferent trades. Another common form of favorable treat- U.S. currency.
ment entails protection of locally operating companies Availability of skilled labor is important but not con-
ranging from import restrictions (Thailand and Iidone- sidered crucial by multinationals. In any case, DCs that
sia) to limiting the number of companies allowed to pro- are serious candidates for automotive investments usual-
duce and market cars (Philippines). ly have a relatively skilled labor force. Also, all multina-

Exchange rates are significant, particularly if a large tionals conduct substantial training programs and can
proportion of inputs are imported or a large proportion bring in a few expatriate specialists, if necessary, until lo-
of output exported. A case in point is a ckd assembly cal residents are adequately trained. Infrastructure to
project in Turkey funded by the IFC. The project en- ensure adequate power supply, communications, and ef-
countered serious problems when the local currency de- ficient transport are most important, as is a broad "man-
preciated by 65 percent in 1985 and another 65 percent ufacturing tradition," so that the civil service, the bank-
in 1986 against the German mark. The project, which ing sector, and the labor force are accustomed to the
imported the components from West Germany, was at a needs and operating methods of an automotive manu-
considerable competitive disadvantage because other as- facturer.
semblers imported components from other countries Local content requirements have been instituted in
against whose currencies the Turkish lira had depreciat- most DCs to promote and protect local businesses and to
ed less, e.g., by 29 percent and 31 percent against the save on foreign exchange. However, only three coun-
US$ during the same period. Another IFC-funded tries, Argentina, Brazil, and Korea, have reached a suffi-
project in Yugoslavia experienced declining exports cient level of sophistication for an automobile to be
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completely made in the counxry. Korea and Brazil ex- they cannot be competitive in the vehicle export mar-
port part of their production and are, therefore, obligat- kets if locally made parts are of inferior quality or cost
ed to maintain high standards of quality and perfor- more than those made abroad. Countries with less than
mance to remain competitive. In contrast, Argentina's 50 percent local content produce relatively simple com-
automotive industry has been in a decline, and, in view ponents, usually with labor-intensive production meth-
of the country's economic situation, it may not be able ods. (Table 17).
to recover in the near future. Local content require- Unfortunately, local content regulations are often un-
ments will present serious problems for DC automotive realistic and do not reflect a country's comparative ad-
industries because design and technical innovations are vantage. In such cases, they result in higher production
likely to become even more concentrated in the head- costs or lower quality, which make for a less competitive
quarters of multinationals, especially as the pace of inno- vehicle. Although these inefficiencies can often be
vation accelerates. It will become, therefore, an increas- passed on to the consumer in protected domestic mar-
ingly greater challenge for DC producers to have quick kets, this is not possible in export markets. This is exem-
access to innovation, to provide the financing required, plified by ajoint venture project in China with a French
and to upgrade their manufacturing skills to the level company, partly funded by the IFC. Originally the
necessary for efficient production. This challenge can- project was expected to attain 98 percent local content
not be met if access to innovation is hampered by restric- in four years at a cost equivalent to 86 percent ex-works
tive local content regulations, a problem recently cited France. It is now recognized that maximum local con-
by Brazil's new President as partly responsible for the tent cannot exceed 75 percent with questionable savings
country's declining automotive production and exports. over imported components. Major reasons include low

Mexico, India, Thailand, and Taiwan, China, have productivity, inferior quality because of low technical
achieved local content levels of 50 to 65 percent. It is un- skills and unavailability of some raw materials, and deliv-
likely that any of them will reach a much higher level be- ery problems.
cause it is increasingly more difficult to increase local
content at higher than at lower levels, and because Mex-
ico, Taiwan, China, and, perhaps, India are relaxing 15. O'Brien, Peter, The Automotive Industry in the Developing
their local content requirements.'5 They realize that Countries: Risks and Opportunities in the 1990s. The Economist

Intelligence Unit, London 1989, p.12.

Table 17: Local Content of Vehicle Production in Selected Developing Economies, 1988
(percentage)

Region & country Passenger cars Commercial vehicles

Latin America
Argentina >90 >90
Brazil >90 >90
Colombia 45 25
Mexico 60 (only 30 for exports) 70-90 (recently revised downward)
Venezuela 26 (target of 44 by 1996) 15 (target of 20 by 1996)

Asia
China 12.5
India 62 (target of 90 for 1989)
Indonesia - Target of 100 for components by 1990
Korea 95 70-90
Malaysia 18-22
Taiwan, China 60 (50 by 1989)
Thailand 54 40-50

Africa
Egypt 40
Kenya 15-25
Morocco 50 (can be reduced to 40 with 60 (can be reduced to 50

Government permission) with Government permission)
Nigeria 15-30

NB: Figures are approximate. Definitions of local content differ from country to country (e.g., Korea considers a vehicle to be produced locally
even if only 30 percent of the parts are made in the country) and vary between parts-based and cost-based data.

Source: O'Brien, Peter, TheAutomobile Industry in the Developing Countries: Risks and Opportunities in the 1990s. Economist Intelligence Unit, London
1988.



7. SUMMARY REMARKS

During the 1980s, the automotive industry has under- oping countries can be successful in at least some facets
gone significant changes that have transformed its struc- of automotive production. These countries may be
ture. Technological innovations and new organizational grouped into: (1) a relatively small number of DCs with
and managerial approaches have resulted in different a large domestic market or ready access to nearby devel-
products and production processes. Product changes oped country markets, advanced technical and manage-
have come about primarily from the expanding use of rial expertise, and developed supplier network that can
electronics, plastics, and composites. Process changes produce the whole range of automotive products from
have come about from the closer integration of design components to commercial and passenger vehicles. Ex-
and production, the widespread use of computers and amples of such countries include Mexico, Brazil, Portu-
robotics, and the realignment of relations and respective gal, Korea, Taiwan, China and the Eastern European
responsibilities among auto manufacturers and their countries provided that the latter can rapidly achieve po-
component suppliers. These have resulted in faster mod- litical and social stability and upgrade their manage-
el introduction, shorter production cycles, and lower- ment capabilities; (2) countries with an advanced level
volume plants while maintaining profitability. Although of technical, managerial and organizational expertise
vehicle manufacturing is dominated by multinational which can produce parts and accessories of medium to
companies operating mostly in the OECD countries, advanced technological sophistication for the domestic
some DCs have also found a niche as producers and have market and for export as well as vehicles, passenger and
become an integral part of the international network. commercial, primarily for their domestic markets with
Others have been operating successfully in their respec- some exports. Examples include India, Pakistan, Turkey,
tive domestic markets, many in the production of com- Indonesia, Venezuela, Argentina and Colombia; (3)
mercial vehicles. The component industry structure is countries with average technical and managerial capa-
also undergoing substantial changes. Similar to vehicle bility and an abundance of inexpensive labor which can
manufacturers, component producers are beginning to be used in labor-intensive manufacturing of simple com-
concentrate design and development in a single location ponents and accessories and assembly of commercial ve-
while spreading production among numerous sites in hicles. Examples include the Philippines, Kenya, Nige-
both OECD and developing countries. ria, Zimbabwe, Morocco, Tunisia and Algeria. These

The role of developing countries in the industry has groupings are neither exhaustive nor static as countries
changed. Governments are taking a less active part in can, and often do, move from production of compo-
production than they once did, but they still exert a nents and assembly operations to more difficult and
strong influence on the industry in their respective complex operations. The extent to which specific DC
countries through local content requirements, trade producers will be successful in the automotive industry
regulation, taxation, and licensing controls. A more co- according to both financial and economic criteria will
operative spirit has evolved between DC governments depend on many factors, including domestic and global
and multinationals. It has become clear that in most cas- economic conditions, the development of relevant poli-
es DC producers need to collaborate with foreign com- cies by the developing countries themselves, access to
panies who have the resources to develop new technolo- technological innovations, adoption of appropriate
gy and the necessary marketing networks. Collaboration technologies, strategies of automotive multinationals
can either be in the form of equity participation or tech- and international trade policies. For the majority of the
nical agreements or management contracts, depending developing countries that can play a role in this industry,
on the needs of the respective partners. At the same most investment opportunities will be in the areas of
time, the globalization of the industry, rapidly rising de- component and commercial vehicle production. These
mand in DCs and the development of several produc- will be the focus of future studies to be undertaken by
tion locations by each multinational to supply different the IFC.
regions has strengthened the position of the developing
countries that have the necessary conditions to play a
role in this industry.

It is difficult to precisely predict the role of DCs in the
automotive industry during the next decade as both the
industry and DCs have diverse, complex and dynamic
characteristics. It is certain, however, that several devel-
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